Statement on My Satirical Christmas Tweet
December 29, 2016
On Christmas Eve, I sent a satirical tweet about an imaginary concept, 'white genocide.' For those
who haven't bothered to do their research, “white genocide” is an idea invented by white
supremacists and used to denounce everything from interracial relationships to multicultural
policies (and most recently, against a tweet by State Farm Insurance). It is a figment of the racist
imagination, it should be mocked, and I'm glad to have mocked it.
What I am not glad about is that this satirical tweet became fodder for online white supremacists to
systematically harass me and my employer, Drexel University. Beginning with
Breitbart[dot]com—formerly the domain of Special Counselor to the President-Elect, Steve
Bannon—and running through the depths of Reddit discussion boards, a coordinated smear
campaign was orchestrated to send mass tweets and emails to myself, my employer, and my
colleagues. I have received hundreds of death threats.
Drexel University issued a statement on the matter, apparently without understanding either the
content or the context of the tweets. While Drexel has been nothing but supportive in the past, this
statement is worrying. While upholding my right to free expression, the statement refers to my
(satirical) tweets as “utterly reprehensible.” What is most unfortunate is that this statement amounts
to caving to the truly reprehensible movements and organizations that I was critiquing. On the
university level, moreover, this statement—despite a tepid defense of free speech—sends a chilling
message and sets a frightening precedent. It exposes untenured and temporary faculty not only to
internal disciplinary scrutiny, but equally importantly, it encourages harassment as an effective
means to impact university policies.
As my students will attest, my classroom is a free-for-all of ideas, in which anyone is welcome to
their opinions, but expected to defend those opinions with argument. I teach regularly on the history
of genocidal practices like colonialism and slavery—genocides carried out by the very same kind of
violent racists who are smearing me today. That violent racism will now have a voice in the White
House is truly frightening—I am not the first and I won't be the last to be harassed and threatened
by Bannon, Trump, and co.
White supremacy is on the rise, and we must fight it by any means. In that fight, universities will
need to choose whether they are on the side of free expression and academic debate, or on the side
of the racist mob.

